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My thanks to The Coalition for Smart Growth,
LiveWELL Lancaster County, and Lancaster General
Health for inviting us to join them in sponsoring the
Walkability Audits and Healthy Communities Forum
in June. The events were well attended with much
information exchange, including presentations from
the always energetic Mark Fenton. For me the audits
and forum underscored again our need to be advocates for quality design as the county continues to
change and develop. I have a few thoughts for your consideration in
light of the interesting discussion we had on walkability and health.
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Communities should leverage the resources we have to make the
pedestrian and bicycle connections between neighborhoods and
communities. These are often the least expensive projects and have
considerable positive impact.
Use the concept of “complete streets” to make sure projects consider multiple modes of transportation, including walking and bicycling. Projects should be sensitive to the surrounding environment
and increase the network of local streets and pathways.
Mix land uses. Great places have a variety of destinations in proximity to residences. Mixed use development induces multi-modal
options and strengthens connections between places.
Rethink parking. Data shows that per capita vehicle-miles traveled
continued to decline in the United States for the past several years.
Mixed-use develop is an increasingly popular development type.
Both of these trends combined with outdated minimum parking
standards have led planners to conclude that we have an overabundance of space dedicated to unused parking spaces.
Take advantage of investments in transit. Lancaster County is
particularly well positioned to take advantage of the Amtrak
high speed passenger rail service available at three stations here.
Consider mixed use and multi-modal opportunities around these
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•

important assets. Consider how best to take advantage of the existing Red Rose Transit system
for better land use and multi-modal transportation.
Streetscaping is an important design consideration that adds to a sense of place for all modes
of transportation, including walking. Green
infrastructure is particularly important.

•

Consider the safety of pedestrians and bicyclists.
As modes are mixed, we must continue to design
for safe travel for all users of the system.
We are seeing these concepts implemented by communities in Lancaster County but we still have much
work to do to make this standard practice rather
than the exception. Have a safe, active, and healthy
summer! t

A Discussion About Healthy Communities
Think of a place you have lived or visited where you
enjoyed taking a walk or riding a bicycle. Picture
the street in your mind. What made the experience
pleasant? Did you pass interesting buildings, enjoy
natural scenery, or people you encountered? Did you
have an objective—were you trying to get from point
A to point B—or did you take a walk or ride a bike
for its own sake? Were you able to make your journey
while feeling safe and comfortable?
These questions were topics discussed during a
two-day event that included walkability audits and
a seminar involving a countywide conversation that
focused on impacts the built environment has on
physical inactivity within communities. The walkability audits which occurred on June 3, were led by
Mark Fenton, who hosted the PBS series “America’s
Walking”. Several dozen local people participated in
the audits. The walkability audits were conducted
in three different areas within Lancaster County
to measure the safety, access, comfort, and convenience of the walking environment. The Healthy
Communities Forum took place on June 4 at the
Lancaster County Public Safety Training Center. The
forum, which featured Fenton as the guest speaker,
was sponsored by the Coalition for Smart Growth,
LiveWELL Lancaster County, Lancaster General
Health, and LCPC. Among the 80 people present
were persons in the private sector, education, elected
officials, non profits, healthcare, government and citizens interested in developing a healthier Lancaster
County.
During the Healthy Communities Forum, Fenton
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Mark Fenton

said appeals to personal responsibility don’t work in
fighting obesity and rising healthcare costs. Only 20
percent of American adults get the Surgeon General’s
recommended amount of physical activity despite
roughly 20 years of education campaigns and incentive programs, such as bike-to-work weeks. Fenton
explained the rising rates in child obesity and of type
2 diabetes (formerly known as adult onset diabetes)
in children are another indication that education
campaigns are not working.
To reverse the obesity epidemic, physical activity
must be engineered into the design of communities. Many Americans lack the time or motivation
to schedule daily exercise, Fenton says, but if communities made it easier and safer to walk and bicycle
to work, school, shopping centers and parks, people
would get exercise just by going about their daily
tasks. As Americans become less sedentary, the wor-
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risome rise in health care costs would be tempered,
he predicted. But if people “have to prevail against
challenging conditions” to be active, Fenton said, the
physical activity is “simply not going to happen.”
He said that academic research, like the Center for
Disease Control’s Guide to Community Preventive
Services, indicates that there is now enough evidence
to support these approaches. And marketing studies show that Americans want and will use welldesigned biking and walking infrastructure that
leads to places where they want to go. To be effective,
the infrastructure can’t be piecemeal, he said, but
must be woven into a community’s transportation
network—what’s known as a “complete streets”
strategy. Fenton said change will happen only if
local leaders rewrite land-use plans and zoning

ordinances. The policy changes could be as conventional as requirements for sidewalks, bike lanes and
multi-story, mixed-use development. Fenton also
asks communities to look for more easily attainable
cross-neighborhood user-friendly paths that encourage walkers and cyclists.
Following Fenton’s one-hour presentation, the
seminar participants broke out into topical discussion workshop sessions. The seminar concluded with
workshop wrap-up reports and Fenton’s optimistic
challenge to have an involved citizenry demand
“skilled professionals to keep the system running”
and “elected and appointed officials and the private
sector to set the tone.” You can find Mark Fenton’s
PowerPoint presentation on his website. t

Walkability Audits
Through funding from the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, Mark Fenton – a public health,
planning, and transportation expert and consultant – visited Lancaster County to conduct community walkability audits and facilitate a county-wide
discussion on creating healthier communities here.
These programs were sponsored by Lancaster General
Health, Live Well Lancaster County, the Coalition for
Smart Growth, and the Lancaster County Planning
Commission. On June 3 planners, transportation
experts, bicyclists, health professionals, local officials and business leaders participated in walkability
audits at three locations in Lancaster County. The
purpose of these audits was to determine how safe
and easy it is for pedestrians and bicyclists of all ages
and abilities to travel in these places.
The first stop was at the Amtrak Station in Lancaster
City. One of the first things that Mark Fenton
pointed out was the need for more bicycle parking,
as the only rack there was full. He asked participants
to observe the conditions of sidewalks, existence of
crosswalks, proximity to buildings and the street,
feeling of safety, and the feasibility of the young, elderly, and physically challenged using the pedestrian
system. Fenton led the group on a walk from the

Amtrak Station along McGovern Avenue to Prince
Street and over the bridge to Keller Avenue and
Lititz Pike returning to the train station.
He periodically stopped and asked the group for its
observations. Some positive features noted were
a safe crosswalk with a pedestrian island and pedestrian signals at the intersection of the train
station driveway and Queen Street, sidewalk with
pedestrian-scale lighting on the Prince Street bridge,

Mark Fenton leads a walkability audit in the Village of
Intercourse.
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and the existence of a bike lane on the bridge. Negative aspects included missing and uneven sections
of sidewalk, a bike lane and sidewalk ending at the
north end of the Prince Street bridge, proximity of
sidewalks to traffic, lack of buildings fronting on the
sidewalks, and no designated bike lanes planned for
the new Lititz Pike bridge.
Manheim Township was the location for the second
leg of the tour. Local officials showed Fenton a portion of the township’s extensive trail system. The
walk began at Landis Valley Museum and ended at
Stoner Park with a stop at the new Worthington development in between. Fenton emphasized the need
for good signage along the trail system particularly
where it shifts from trail to sidewalk in residential
neighborhoods. There was also discussion of the potential for a roundabout at the intersection of Landis
Valley Road, Delp Road, Kissel Hill Road, and the
museum entrance. Fenton agreed with the idea saying that it would make it much easier for pedestrians
and bicyclists to cross Landis Valley Road. A safety
concern with the width of the sidewalk and proximity to traffic on the Eden Road bridge over U.S. 222
was raised. Fenton suggested narrowing the lanes
approaching the bridge to provide for a shoulder to
buffer the travel lane from the sidewalk.
The third stop was in the Village of Intercourse
in Leacock Township. The village is in the midst
of a community character initiative involving the
Lancaster County Planning Commission, Leacock
Township, and local business leaders. Community
leaders were eager to hear Mark Fenton’s recommendations. From Kitchen Kettle Village, the tour
proceeded east on Old Philadelphia Pike (PA 340) for

Old Philadelphia Pike (PA 340) in the Village of Intercourse.
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several blocks and returned via Newport Road (PA
772). Fenton had several recommendations for Old
Philadelphia Pike including breaking up the center
turn lane with pedestrian islands and medians. He
said that this would calm traffic and make it easier
for pedestrians to cross the street. The islands could
also be vegetated to help manage stormwater. He
suggested that a median starting at Hollander Avenue could be used as a gateway to the community
and could have a “Welcome to Intercourse” sign in it.
Other recommendations for Old Philadelphia Pike
were to paint and maintain crosswalks, consider
gently-graded crosswalks (which wouldn’t interfere
with snow plowing or cause vehicles to bottom out,
but would get the attention of drivers), and provide a
physical separation between traffic and pedestrians.
On East Newport Road, where sidewalks were sporadic, he emphasized the need to connect businesses
such as the Best Western to the rest of the village so
that visitors wouldn’t have to drive their cars from
place to place. He also suggested that a roundabout
at West Newport Road and Old Philadelphia Pike
be looked at as a way to provide for a smooth flow
of traffic, rather than the “speed and stop” flow that
seems to be occurring now.
Wrapping up the day, Fenton emphasized that there
are four components of walkability: connectivity of
the sidewalk or trail system, safety and accessibility,
details of site design, and a mix of land uses providing walkable destinations. Fenton encouraged the
participants to take what they had learned on this
tour and conduct walkability audits in their own
communities. t
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Analysis of Impediments to Fair Housing Choice
Lancaster County and Lancaster City are considered
to be “entitlement communities” by the US Department of Housing and Urban Development, which
means that they directly administer federal funds,
and must do so in compliance with the Fair Housing
Act. To ensure that these funds are being used to affirmatively further fair housing, communities must assess potential impediments to fair housing choice on
a regular basis. This required assessment is called the
Analysis of Impediments to Fair Housing Choice (AI).
The first component of the analysis is a basic look at
population and housing trends and conditions, focusing on protected classes of people and availability of
affordable, accessible housing. In Lancaster County,
this summary revealed an aging population, concentrations of poverty, as well as ethnic and racial minority populations in Lancaster City, and high rates
of linguistic isolation among certain populations.

Based on demographic and housing trends, as well
as input from a variety of community members and
groups and data from the Pennsylvania Human
Relations Commission, the AI committee identified
several potential impediments. Examples include:
•
•
•
•

Barriers in the built environment that limit the
movement of people with disabilities
Lack of knowledge of rights and responsibilities
among renters and landlords
Disparate homeownership rates between racial
and ethnic groups
Lack of affordable housing in a variety of locations

To address the potential impediments to fair housing
identified in the plan, the committee recommended
several action items. The Lancaster County Planning
Commission will assist in implementing several of
these actions, including:
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What are impediments to
Fair Housing Choice?
Any actions, omissions, or decisions that restrict, or have the effect of restricting, the
availability of housing choices, based on race,
color, religion, sex, disability, familial status, or
national origin. The analysis of impediments
serves as the basis for fair housing planning,
provides essential information to policy makers,
administrative staff, housing providers, lenders, and fair housing advocates, and assists in
building public support for fair housing efforts.
— U.S. Department of Housing
and Urban Development

•
•
•

Encouraging the development of affordable and
accessible housing in all regions of the county
through ordinance language and incentives
Providing educational opportunities to address
fair housing concerns and general county housing issues
Researching and analyzing data to gauge equity
in housing lending/financing

Municipalities, along with a variety of other organizations and governmental bodies, have also been
called on to help implement the recommendations of
the Analysis of Impediments. Taking steps to ensure

that municipal policies promote fair housing choice
may reduce the likelihood of a legal challenge over
inequitable regulations. For municipalities, some of
these actions include:
•

•
•
•
•

Reviewing group home regulations in zoning
ordinances, removing dispersion requirements,
unreasonable occupancy limits, special exception or conditional use requirements, etc.
Easing restrictions on multi-family housing
Supporting the development of affordable housing equitably across the county, including adopting incentives to developers of affordable housing
Providing incentives for the development of
physically accessible housing to serve the elderly
and persons with disabilities
Implementing a policy or plan to create equal
access for those with limited English proficiency,
such as providing important information, applications, or forms in common languages

Impediments to fair housing choice may not always
be apparent or even intentional; there is no finite list
of impediments or exact scenarios that will always
constitute discrimination. The Analysis of Impediments can provide readers with basic guidance on
fair housing issues, and is intended to increase general awareness of rights and responsibilities as they
relate to fair housing.
The plan is available here: www.lchra.com t

AI Planning Committee
Ray D’Agostino, Lancaster Housing Opportunity
Partnership
Nathan Roth, Lancaster Housing Opportunity
Partnership
Kari Shrom, City of Lancaster
Emma Hamme, Lancaster County Planning
Commission
James Arnold, Disability Empowerment Center
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Justin Eby, Lancaster County Redevelopment
Authority
Michael Urenovitch, Lancaster County
Redevelopment Authority
Steve Glatfelter, Lancaster County Redevelopment
Authority
Aimee Tyson, Lancaster County Redevelopment
Authority

ENVISION
LEADERSHIP

AWARDS

PROGRAM

Call
for
Entries

2013

2012 Winner Marietta Senior Apartments

The Lancaster County Board of Commissioners and the Lancaster County
Planning Commission invite you to submit entries for the 2013 Envision
Lancaster County Leadership Awards Program.
Award recipients will be announced in early 2014 at an awards ceremony
where the achievements of the winners will be publicly celebrated and shared.
Applications must be postmarked no later than Friday, September 27, 2013.
The Envision Leadership Awards Program is intended to raise design and
planning awareness in our community, while encouraging the support of
planning activities and projects that foster smart growth.
By recognizing the actions of municipalities, developers, consultants and/
or others who embrace smart growth concepts, this awards program
highlights the advantages of good planning.

Contact Mary L. Frey at 717-299-8333 or frey@co.lancaster.pa.us with your questions.

Click here for application packet.
2012 Winner Whistle Stop Plaza, Ephrata

2012 Winner Eastern Market, Lancaster

Submit your entry today!
Entries must be postmarked by
Friday, September 27, 2013
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Musselman/Vesta Furnace Visitors Center Opens in Chickies Rock County Park
Funding from the County of Lancaster recently
played a key role in rehabilitating an important part
of the county’s industrial heritage – the Musselman/
Vesta Furnace office building in Chickies Rock County
Park. On Sunday afternoons from 1:00 to 3:00 p.m.,
visitors are invited to explore the building, now a
visitors center focusing on the local iron industry. The
building is located off PA Route 441 just east of Marietta, in the Furnace Road Day-Use Area of the park.
The building’s rehabilitation was led by Marietta
Restoration Associates, Inc. (MRA) and a team of
volunteers. Lenny Droege chaired the MRA committee that coordinated the restoration.
In addition to county grants, the project was also
funded by the Eater Family Foundation and other
public and private donations. Rivertownes PA USA
joined in support of the project.
The project involved a new roof, repointing and stuccoing the exterior, structural repairs, window restoration, new woodwork, and all new mechanicals and
wiring. Inside, the building is furnished as it might
have been in 1890, and exhibits explain the process of
iron production in the late 19th century. Objects on
display include photographs, documents, tools used
at the site, and artifacts from an archaeological dig
conducted by Dr. June Evans in the early 1990s. The
exhibits also include a diorama
built by Dave Haneman, depicting
the complex of buildings that once
stood on the site.

The office building was built in 1868 as a part of that
complex. Henry Musselman (1798-1875) and Henry
Miller Watts (1805-90) constructed the furnace to
convert iron ore into pig iron, a raw material used in
metal manufacturing.
Musselman’s Furnace was the last of eight anthracite-fired hot blast furnaces built between Columbia
and Marietta, and the last complete furnace constructed in Lancaster County. It functioned on and
off for about fifty years. Ores to supply the furnace
came from Lancaster and Lebanon Counties, as well
as Maryland and West Virginia. By 1870, the furnace
produced an annual yield of 5,400 tons of pig iron, a
figure that increased to 22,500 tons by 1886.
Over the course of its history, the furnace was sold
several times, and was eventually renamed Vesta
Furnace after the Roman goddess of the hearth. The
last owner, E.J. Lavino & Co., bought the facility in
1917. Production of iron ended in the 1930s and the
furnace was dismantled by 1934. Recognizing the
value of the property both as open space and as an
historic site, the County of Lancaster acquired the
property in the late 1980s to create Chickies Rock
County Park. The county owns the Musselman/Vesta
Furnace office building, but Marietta Restoration Associates holds a 99-year lease.
For more information, visit www.mariettarestoration.org or www.lancastercountyparks.org t

The building’s newly restored exterior.

A 19th-century view of the building and adjacent furnace.
Lenny Droege inside the building.
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The 2006 TMDL study which guided
Donegal Trout Unlimited’s work on the
Conowingo Creek.

Bank stabilization along the
Conowingo Creek is realized with
regrading and stone.
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LCPC Releases Annual Report
The Lancaster County Planning Commission’s 2012 Annual Report is now
available on our website. Click here to view a copy. t

Upcoming LCPC Educational Events
All programs at the Lancaster County Government Center Annex / 150 N Queen Street / Lancaster, PA 17603
Sign up for a session: contact Donna Hahn at 717-299-8333 or hahn@co.lancaster.pa.us
July 12, 2013 / 1:00 – 3:00 p.m. / Rm 102

August 30 2013 / 11:00 – 1:00 p.m. / Rm 102/104

Complete Streets: Tools to Move
from Idea to Practice
CM | 1.0

Finding Your Fiscal Footing
in the New Normal
CM | 1.5 1.5 AIA LU 1.5 LA CES PDH

http://www.planning.org/tuesdaysatapa/2012/chicago/nov.htm
Learn about the 10 elements of a complete streets policy and 10 roadway design fixes for complete results.

http://www.planning.org/burnham/
Are America’s communities planned for prosperity
or designed for debt? Is local economic development
focused on short-term returns or long-range gains?
Is Main Street’s economy turning the corner — and
is your community heading in the right direction?
The American Planning Association’s Daniel Burnham
Forum on Big Ideas takes on the issues with two of the
leading minds in community planning and economic
development. Together they share lessons from the
past and visions for the future.

Friday, July 26, 2013 / 1:00 – 2:30 PM / LCPC A

Functional Classification: So Important That
No One Wants to Talk About It
CM | 1.50
http://www.planning.org/calendar/event.htm?EventID=23943
Functional classification is a transportation topic that is
often left for engineers to sort out, but it has a huge
impact on urban planning. Anyone involved in urban
planning – including community stakeholders – should
be part of the dialogue surrounding the function of
public streets.
August 9, 2013 / 10:00 – 12:00 noon / Rm 102

Prospering in Place: Linking Jobs,
Development, and Transit
CM | 1.0
http://www.planning.org/tuesdaysatapa/2012/chicago/jun.htm
By relying on location efficiency, residential density,
a greater mix of uses, and destinations nearby, and
ready access to jobs and transit, the Chicago region
can reintroduce a legacy development pattern with its
respectful use of scarce land and energy, appreciation
for interaction and community, and regard for its mass
transit system.
10 | FYI

September 13, 2013 / 1:00 – 3:00 p.m. / Rm 102

Prioritizing Green Infrastructure
Investments
No CM Credit Available
http://www.planning.org/tuesdaysatapa/2011/chicago/nov.htm
Learn about an auction system where landowners learn
about the economic value of stormwater best management practices (BMPs) and then participate in an auction to bid on what BMPs they are willing to pay for.

